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In his 1970 Institute of Economic Affairs pamphlet on The Counter-Revolution in Monetary
Theory Milton Friedman, who was to be awarded the Nobel prize for economics six years
later, wrote,

“Inflation is always and everywhere a monetary phenomenon in the
sense that it is and can be produced only by a more rapid increase in
the quantity of money than in output. … A steady rate of monetary
growth at a moderate level can provide a framework under which
a country can have little inflation and much growth. It will not
produce perfect stability; it will not produce heaven on earth; but it
can make an important contribution to a stable economic society.”

Has the Euro-system become a transfer union by stealth?:
some organizational challenges facing a multi-government
monetary union in the managed currency era
Tim Congdon
European monetary unification has been a unique endeavour. The sharing of one currency by
countries which retain fiscal sovereignty and a substantial degree of banking-system autonomy
has been attempted nowhere else in the era of managed currencies.1 What are the conditions
for the achievement of monetary and financial stability in a multi-government monetary union
of this sort?2 And how far have these conditions been met since the introduction of the euro in
1999?
This paper will begin by arguing – in its opening sections – that the conditions are of two
kinds,
• those which are much the same as in a traditional monetary jurisdiction, and
• those which are specific to Europe’s post-1999 exercise in monetary unification.
Neither set of conditions has been fully met in practice, although the third section will find
that the Eurozone’s managers came closer to achieving them in the euro’s first decade than
subsequently. The violation of the conditions for the success of the monetary union has led a
conspicuous financial imbalance in the Target 2 settlement system. This imbalance is manifested
in a large, persistent and unresolved nexus of debits and credits between the central banks of
member states; it is of great concern to member states partly because of potential defaults and
losses, but also because – even if they are eventually honoured – the terms of the debts have
significant distributional implications while they are current.3 Some observers believe that the
Target 2 imbalance is unsustainable and may rupture the monetary union.4 By specifying the
requirements for the avoidance of inter-state transfers via the ECB’s balance sheet and hence
for the Eurozone’s constitutional integrity, the paper may help to inform the debate on future
policy-making.
I.
Now that all the world’s currencies have broken the link with a commodity, most economists
agree that they have to be managed by the appropriate state-backed authorities, usually a central
bank. Given the long-run similarity of the rates of changes of the quantity of money and nominal
national income, a well-established point of view is that these authorities should ensure that
money growth is held at a low, but positive rate, and that it should be steady over time.5 A suitably
low rate of money growth ought to deliver stability of the price level (or, at any rate, modest
inflation in line with an official target), while money growth that is steady at a positive rate can
contribute to the avoidance of large cyclical fluctuations in demand, output and employment.
No consensus has emerged on the concept of money that is appropriate in a prescription for
currency management, but it is taken for granted here that an all-inclusive (or broadly-defined)
money aggregate is to be watched and controlled in the Eurozone.6 This is compatible with the
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tradition of monetary targeting pursued by the Bundesbank when in the 1980s and 1990s it was,
by common consent, the most admired central bank in Europe; it is also consistent with the socalled “P star” approach to the specification of a money target.7 Although the correct approach
to monetary management is another matter for debate, it is undoubtedly true that bank deposits
are the principal constituent of broad money in modern Europe, that deposits are the main
liabilities of banking systems and that any increase in banks’ total liabilities must be matched by
an identical increase in their assets. A desired rate of growth of the quantity of money therefore
has implications for the growth of the credit counterparts on the assets side of bank balance
sheets and so for policy decisions in the management of those counterparts.
Can these remarks be translated into more specific numbers for monetary control? To set
the favoured rate of money growth, guidance is needed on the two components of the nominal
growth of gross domestic product (that is, real growth and inflation), and allowance should be
made for any likely change in the ratio of money to GDP. The trend rate of growth of real output
in the Eurozone at present is widely thought to be under 1½ per cent a year, although a somewhat
higher number prevailed before 2008.8 The European Central Bank’s website has for many years
given a clear and exact statement about the meaning of the price stability notion. In 1998 its
Governing Council advanced a quantitative definition in the following words, “Price stability is
defined as a year-on-year increase in the harmonised index of consumer prices (HICP) for the
euro area of below 2 per cent.” It further elaborated in 2003 that, “in the pursuit of price stability
[the ECB] aims to maintain inflation rates below, but close to, 2 per cent over the medium term”.
A reasonable view is that price stability is tantamount to a rise in the price level of 1 per cent a
year. On this basis an increase in nominal GDP of about 2½ per cent a year ought to be consistent
with price stability, as the ECB sees the matter.
Quantity-theory economists have long appealed to the “proportionality hypothesis” in their
theoretical work. This boils down, in essence, to the claim that changes in the quantity of money
and the price level ought to equi-proportional when the quantity of money is subject to a large
upward or downward shift and nothing real in the economy is altered.9 In practice most nations
experience a rise in the ratio of broad money to GDP in the course of economic development.10
The early phases of European monetary unification amounted to a major financial liberalization
in many member states, notably those on the Eurozone periphery where burdensome official
restrictions on banks’ asset composition were common before 1999. The single currency therefore
boosted the competitiveness of the banking system and enabled banks to grow their balance
sheets faster than GDP without adverse macroeconomic consequences. A plausible surmise is
that in the Eurozone broad money can safely be allowed to expand by 1 or even 2 per cent a year
more than nominal GDP. With the aim of a 2½ per cent a year advance in nominal GDP, the ideal
rate of money growth for the Eurozone comes out at, say, 3 to 4½ per cent a year.11
Roughly speaking, the implied prescription is that banks’ assets ought also to expand at the
same rate. But a complication arises from role of banks’ equity capital and such non-monetary
liabilities as bonds.12 As capital is a liability of the banking system, large rises and falls in capital
may cause bank deposits (and hence broad money) to increase at a different rate from total assets.
The procedure in this paper is to suggest that the desired percentage increase in total assets be
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expressed relative to broad money, which is somewhat lower than banks’ balance-sheet totals. If
equity and bond capital is taken to be about 20 per cent of liabilities, the policy prescription – the
rule that should deliver approximate stability of the price level and output growth – becomes that
banks’ assets should grow in any particular year at between 4 and 6 per cent of the stock of broad
money at the start of that year. Another difficulty with the approach is that banks can acquire
claims on the foreign sector, while money growth is affected by the Eurozone’s international
financial transactions. Although important, this difficulty is ignored here in order to keep the
analysis manageable. So the rule applies to banks’ domestic assets, that is, the sum of their credit
to the public and private sectors.
Figure 1 shows the annual sum of bank credit to the public and private sectors as a per cent
of the stock of broad money at each year’s beginning, in the 20 years to October 2018, and
Figure 2 the annual value of bank credit to the private sector by itself. (The data are monthly.)
If the Eurozone’s monetary managers had remembered the Bundesbank’s commitment to low
and stable money growth at a constant rate, and if the prescription of the last few paragraphs
had been respected, the line representing credit expansion would have been between the two
straight lines horizontal to the x axis, for the floor and ceiling to the credit growth prescription.
It is quickly evident that this was not the case. Credit expansion exhibited much year-by-year
volatility and was much more rapid in the Eurozone’s first decade than in its second.13
In the ten years to October 2018 the sum of bank credit to the public and private sectors in
one-year periods averaged 12.1 per cent of M3 at the years’ starts; in the next ten years it averaged
only 3.4 per cent, on the same basis. Perhaps surprisingly, the buoyancy of credit growth in
the first decade was consistent with reasonable price stability of goods and services. Part of
the explanation was a rise in the equilibrium ratio of broad money to GDP, due to financialliberalization effects, as noted above; another influence was that banks funded their balancesheet growth to a significant extent from bond issuance (that is, not by money creation), as
securitisation was popular in global financial markets. Overall the first decade was regarded by
contemporaries as a success, not least because the credit boom and high money growth were
associated with big gains in the prices of assets (notably residential real estate), and robust
advances in output and employment, particularly in 2006 and 2007. (But by late 2007 and
early 2008 the ECB was nervous about the spread of inflation to labour and product markets.)14
The second decade was quite different. For much of it policy-makers were concerned that the
price level might fall, with some commentators making conjectures that deflation could become
entrenched.15 Their job was less to restrain inflation, more to prevent deflation.
The macroeconomic experience of the Eurozone as a whole is consistent with a monetary
account of the determination of national income and wealth; it confirms the importance of
suitably low and stable growth of credit and money to the attainment of wider monetary stability.
Unhappily, in the euro’s first 20 years instability in credit expansion and money growth was
accompanied by variations in inflation pressure, and marked cyclical fluctuations in output
and employment. A fair comment is that these variations and fluctuations undermined the
popularity of European integration.16 Nevertheless, the price level rose only slowly and in that
sense monetary stability was secured.17
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Figure 1: Bank credit to the Eurozone domestic economy (i.e., to public and private
sectors), in 12-month periods, as % of stock of M3 at period start
Source: ECB database and author’s estimates
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Figure 2: Bank credit to the private sector (flow), in the euro’s first two decades 12-month totals, monthly data, in billions of euros
Source: ECB database

In the year to February 2008 bank credit to the private
sector peaked at 1,423b. euros and even in August 2008
the figure was 1,329b. euros. At end-2009, after a year
of response to the G20/BIS demands for more bank
capital, the figure was down to under 100b. euros.
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II.
What about the second type of conditions for the realization of a multi-government monetary
union, namely those that are specific to it and are not applicable in a traditional currency
jurisdiction? Has the Eurozone performed any better on this front?
The extension of bank credit involves the laying of claims to resources, since the borrower
is enabled by a loan to spend money on the acquisition of goods, services and assets that would
not otherwise be possible. Since resources are finite and parties excluded from their use may
resent the loss, the distribution of a nation’s resources between different agents is – at least
partly – a political matter.18 Of course, if the extension of bank credit affects the distribution of
control over resources and output between different groups, it is liable to cause tension between
them. History provides many examples in which, even within a nation, the selection of a currency
standard (gold rather than silver, for example) excites antagonism between sectional interests.19
But the risk of inter-group (or inter-governmental and international) tension is much greater in
a multi-government monetary union.
Of course, many credit decisions are driven by market criteria rather than political
considerations. Bank lending to the private sector by privately-owned banks – where both the
borrower and the lender are motivated by profit and returns – may proceed with no reference
to politics whatsoever. However, credit can be extended by the central bank as well as by profitseeking commercial banks, and nowadays the central bank is invariably state-owned. In general,
credit extension by the central bank is therefore far more political – and hence much more likely
to stir up sectional grievances (or even international sensitivities) – than commercial bank credit
to the private sector. The scope of central-bank credit extension is a crucial issue in the design of
a multi-government monetary union.
The Maastricht Treaty of 1992, which set in train the process of European monetary union,
appeared to limit the availability of bank credit to particular governments and nations. Most
fundamentally, the “no bail-out” clause (Article 125) was meant to ensure that the responsibility
for repaying public debt stayed at the national level. Indeed, a protocol to the Treaty spelt out
that nations incurring budget deficits that exceeded certain percentages of GDP could be fined by
the EU authorities. The resulting “excessive deficits procedure” had its origins in Article 121 and
126 of the Maastricht Treaty, but was made more definite in a separate Stability and Growth Pact
agreed by Eurozone member states in 1997.
Further, by Article 123 the Maastricht Treaty prohibited overdraft finance from the ECB (or
any of the national central banks that constituted the so-called “Euro-system”) to any national
government. Article 123 spread to the entire Eurozone a principle contained in the 1957 German
legislation which created the Bundesbank, that governments must not finance their expenditure
by resort to the printing press. According to Wyplosz in a 2010 analysis, the no bail-out clause,
the excessive deficits procedure and the prohibition on overdrafts to governments were three vital
“safeguards” for the Eurozone’s long-run viability. They would prevent fiscal irresponsibility at
the national level undermining the price stability that monetary union was intended to deliver.20
Governments had to keep deficits and borrowing down, and – if they did have deficits – they were
not to finance them from central banks.
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Nevertheless, the Maastricht Treaty was far from rigorous and comprehensive in its treatment
of the potential problems. Specifically, it failed to spell out in enough detail how the ECB and the
national central banks were to operate once the single currency came into being. In a traditional
monetary jurisdiction the central bank has two customers, the government and the commercial
banking system. It takes deposits from the government and records the government’s transactions
across this account, and it finances part of the government’s activities. A key observation for the
present discussion is that finance can be granted by holding securities issued by the government
rather than by making direct loans. The central bank also takes deposits from commercial banks,
which settle imbalances between each other in its legal-tender cash liabilities. Occasionally it also
lends to commercial banks. Such loans may be routine and uncontroversial in nature, or they
may be necessary in conditions of financial stress when banks have trouble funding their assets.
In stress conditions the central bank loans are typically called “lender of last resort finance” or
“emergency liquidity assistance”.
The Maastricht Treaty was silent on basic issues which stemmed from these recognised and
familiar functions of a central bank. First, while Article 123 stopped overdraft finance from the
central bank to the government, the Treaty empowered it to buy and sell marketable securities
for monetary policy purposes. Government securities are of course everywhere the most liquid
and therefore the most marketable available. By implication, the ECB might hold the government
securities of any or all of the Eurozone’s sovereign states.
Sometimes such holdings might be temporary and technical, as with repurchase operations
used to signal interest rate levels. With repo activity in a one-government monetary area,
holdings of government securities do not represent a long-term intention to own and constitute
only a nominal granting of central bank credit. But sometimes the central bank buys government
securities and sits on them for several years or even to redemption. Ownership is then
meaningful. It follows that, in a monetary union, the central bank’s decisions on government
bond purchases could affect the distribution of resources and output between member states.
But the Maastricht Treaty did not specify the proportions of its assets – or of its total holdings
of government securities – that might be represented by securities issued by the governments
of individual nations. Given that central bank finance is usually lower-cost than funding from
capital markets, this omission was potentially serious. If the government securities of one nation
were over-represented in the ECB’s balance sheet (relative, say, to that nation’s output share in
the Eurozone), that might lead to charges of discrimination and unfairness. To offer an extreme
example, would it be right for the liabilities of the Portuguese government to exceed half of the
ECB’s total holdings of government securities? Would that not be hard to justify, in view of
Portugal’s much lower share (about 2 per cent) of Eurozone output?21
Secondly, the Maastricht Treaty gave no indication about how the ECB was to act as a
lender of last resort. Almost by definition, banking emergencies due to cash runs on deposits
are inherently unpredictable. The central bank has to act flexibly, pragmatically and with full
discretion. Often there is rough justice in its behaviour. In established nation states – to which
political and financial elites have long-standing loyalties – people tolerate the rough justice for
the sake of the financial system (and the nation) as a whole.22 Given the opacity of banking crises,
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and the dangers of media misrepresentation, the central bank’s last-resort loans are likely to be
far more controversial in a multi-government monetary union than in nation states with one
government, one central bank and one commercial banking system. A refusal by the ECB to lend
to cash-short, but solvent banks in one member country could heavily damage that country’s
financial system and its economy. At the time of the Maastricht Treaty, a sensible conjecture
might be that the ECB would not antagonize member states in this way, and hence would be
liberal and easy-going with lender-of-last-resort assistance. An obvious danger would then be
that an accompanying relaxed attitude to banking supervision might lead, over time, to lower
credit standards.23
The textbook formula for last-resort lending is that, as long as it is collateralised by good
security, it should be available on an abundant scale, but at an above-market (or “penal”) interest
rate.24 This formula dates back to the mid-Victorian thinker, Walter Bagehot, who wrote about
the subject in his path-breaking 1873 book, Lombard Street. The ready availability and amplitude
of cash support are vital. Market participants must appreciate that the cash will not run out,
so that they have no further incentive to convert deposits into cash. It follows that last-resort
facilities in a multi-government monetary union must be potentially on a massive scale if they
are to work, just as applies in a one-nation currency jurisdiction. But there is an awkward new
wrinkle in the Eurozone. To the extent that the ECB makes emergency loans disproportionately
to the commercial banking system of one member country rather than the commercial banking
system(s) of another (or others), the nation’s banking system – and so that nation itself – is
receiving a privileged form of finance. If the last-resort loans are at a penalty rate, in line with the
Bagehot principle, the lending countries are unlikely to be worse-off. However, if the last-resort
loans are at a beneath-market rate, the borrowing countries may benefit unfairly at the lenders’
expense.
To summarize, the Maastricht Treaty contained a no bail-out clause intended to clarify a
core organizational principle: the introduction of the single currency would not lead to intergovernmental (and hence inter-state) transfers within the Eurozone. Monetary union was to
promote political union between Eurozone members, but it was not to become “a transfer union”
between them. Unfortunately, the treaty overlooked a difficulty so fundamental that it amounted
to virtual self-contradiction. The very existence of a fully-empowered central bank was almost
certain to result in significant net cross-border payments. If open market operations had the
effect that one government’s debt was over-represented in ECB assets, and if last-resort lending
were skewed towards the banks of one or a few member states, the ECB’s decisions – even if
ostensibly technical in nature – could have the same results as inter-state payments in a transfer
union.
In other words, by pursuing its understood objectives, and by doing so with long-established
methods in accordance with functions and responsibilities blessed by precedent, the ECB
would – very probably – affect the inter-governmental distribution of resources and output. If
undertaken on a large scale, familiar and seemingly unobjectionable central-banking operations
could breach the no bail-out clause. The ECB’s actions as a central bank might result in bail-outs
by stealth. A de facto transfer union might emerge, regardless of the precise wording of Article
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125 of the Maastricht Treaty.
The risk of these outcomes was greatest in a certain kind of macroeconomic context. The
first section above contrasted the Eurozone’s first and second decades, with policy-makers in
the second decade often more worried about deflation than inflation. Some critics of the single
currency had remarked in the 1990s that monetary policy might find deflation the harder evil
to tackle. In his 2008 book The Birth of the Euro Otmar Issing, the ECB’s first chief economist,
tried to meet this challenge. In his words, the ECB could respond to “a highly deflationary”
environment “just like other central banks”. It “could if necessary inject unlimited amounts of
central bank money through the purchase of all kinds of debt securities”.25
The trouble was that the ECB was not – and still is not – “just like other central banks”.
Whereas they are answerable to just one government and one commercial banking system, the
ECB conducts business with a large number of governments and commercial banking systems.26
If the central bank in a multi-government monetary union has to expand its balance sheet rapidly
to counter deflation, it has to decide the quantities of government and other securities it will
buy from each and every member state, and the prices at which such purchases will take place.
These are vexed and intensely political issues, with immediate distributional consequences akin
to those in a transfer union. Indeed, before the euro began in 1999, the various European nations
had utterly different intellectual traditions and practices in this area of policy-making. Germany
– with the Eurozone’s largest economy – had virtually no post-war experience of short-term
government financing at all.27 On the other hand, the government of Italy – with the Eurozone’s
third-largest economy – had for decades been reliant on banks to meet its enormous short-term
cash needs.28
Suppose that the deflation threat is real. Suppose that ECB’s Governing Council decides to
counter it by large-scale purchases of “all kinds of securities”, in line with Issing’s remarks in The
Birth of the Euro. The ECB could buy bonds issued by the private sector, but it thereby takes risk
onto its balance sheet and may be charged with favouritism if it buys too much paper from one
country’s private sector than another’s. In practice, purchases of government securities are almost
certain to be the dominant element. We come back to the issue raised a few paragraphs ago. By
what criteria is the value of purchases of the different governments’ debt to be determined? Given
that ratios of public debt to GDP vary widely across the Eurozone, any set of criteria is likely to be
contentious. A policy debate might expose the rift between German (and North European) and
Italian (and South European) mind-sets about these matters. Indeed, for the ECB deliberately to
buy the debt of a government (or governments) with public debt far in excess of the limits stated
in the Maastricht Treaty might appear to reward it (or them) for fiscal profligacy.29
III.
What does the discussion in the last section imply about the circumstances in which a multigovernment monetary union would be a success? Of course, the three crucial rules of fiscal
discipline spelt out in the Maastricht Treaty, and identified as essential “safeguards” by Wyplosz
in 2010, had to be respected. But, over and above that requirement, our discussion predicts that
inter-governmental tensions would be least, and that the monetary union would avoid friction, if
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• the dominant form of credit extension is commercial bank lending to the private sector,
rather than the central bank financing of budget deficits,
• the rate of growth of bank credit to the private sector is just right – not too high, not too
low - to sustain domestic credit expansion at a level consistent with inflation-target money
growth,
• central bank operations are mostly repurchase agreements to signal interest rate intentions
rather than operations which result in the long-term granting of credit, perhaps on a
differential basis, to the governments and banks of particular nations, and
• banks are profitable, well-capitalised and credit-worthy, since that facilitates the funding of
assets from wholesale sources and limits the need for last-resort central bank loans to meet
cash runs.
The first two conditions go together. If bank credit to the private sector is too high and
results in excessive money creation, the result will be inflation, which will discredit the monetary
union; if bank credit to the private sector is too low, inadequate money growth and the deflation
peril may have to be avoided by central bank purchases of sovereign bonds that discriminate
improperly between governments, which will also discredit the monetary union.
The contrast between the euro’s successful first and its unsatisfactory second decade now
becomes easier to understand. Figure 1 shows that the rate of growth of domestic bank credit fell
markedly between 2008 and 2010, and Figure 2 highlights that the slump in bank credit to the
private sector was far greater than in bank credit to the public sector. Whereas in the peak period
(the year to February 2008) new bank credit to the private sector was over €1,420 billion, just
two years later (the year to February 2010) it was less than €30 billion. The figure was to remain
at under €200 billion until mid-2016. Indeed, for an extended period, the three years to April
2015, the annual change in the stock of bank credit to the private sector was negative.
Unless offset by some other influence on bank balance sheets, weakness in bank credit to
the private sector is certain to be associated with low growth in the quantity of money. Outright
contractions in the stock of such credit may result even in falls in the quantity of money. Low
growth or falls in the quantity of money are likely to lead to recession, rising unemployment
and heightened deflation risk. These were indeed the experiences of the Eurozone in its first
recession (in 2008 and the first two quarters of 2009) and a second milder one (in the two years
to the second quarter of 2013). In the first recession budget deficits widened sharply, because of
the cyclical hits to tax revenues and social security costs, and governments sought bank finance
to a greater extent than in previous years. But this was far from being a deliberate policy across
the entire Eurozone. (Note, however, that banks needed more short-term government securities
in order to comply with regulatory demands that they hold more liquid assets.) After the second
recession the ECB embarked, amid much publicity and with full self-awareness, on a programme
of large-scale asset purchases (or “quantitative easing”), which in fact meant mostly central
bank purchases of government securities. Bank credit to the general government sector was
€326 billion in the year to January 2016 and €453.5 billion in the year to January 2017. This
contributed to an acceleration in broad money growth and a recovery in the real economy.
Figure 3 shows the split between bank credit to the private and public sectors in the Eurozone’s
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Figure 3: Destinations and growth rates of stock of bank credit in the Eurozone, 1998
- 2018
Figures are annual totals as % of M3 at period start
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first two decades. The increase in bank credit to the private sector was cumulatively €7,375.6
billion in the decade to October 2008 and a mere €998.4 billion in the decade to October 2018. The
behaviour of bank credit to general government sector was completely different. The increase in
bank credit to general government was cumulatively a tiny €59.4 billion in the decade to October
2008 and €2,169.5 billion in the decade to October 2018. The first decade of the Eurozone was
characterised by a surge in the banking system’s claims on the private sector, which meant that
market criteria became more important in asset-acquisition strategies and could be viewed as
a “de-politicisation” of banking. For much of the time the ECB’s holdings of securities were
attributable to repo activity, which was virtually neutral in its effects on different member states.
By contrast, the second decade saw a clampdown on banks’ risk assets and a build-up of their safe
claims on the state sector. This would have made banks’ asset portfolios more political even in a
standard monetary jurisdiction with only one government. In the Eurozone it was accompanied
by almost constant inter-governmental bickering and an undoubted politicisation of monetary
decision-taking.
It was suggested earlier that high-level disagreements, reflecting de facto inter-governmental
redistributions of claims on resources, would arise if credit extension were mostly from stateowned central banks (that is, the central banks belonging to the Euro-system) rather than from
privately-owned commercial banks. Such credit extension could take the form of both central
bank acquisitions of government debt and of central bank lending to commercial banks. What
do the data show about the development of these two forms of central bank credit since 1999?
Figure 4 tells the story. In the first four years of the euro’s existence the ECB’s domestic
claims fell slightly. The next five years saw the ECB’s claims on other Eurozone credit institutions
(that is, on banks) more than treble, with the bulk of the increase occurring in 2007 and 2008.
This reflected the adoption of so-called “non-standard measures” after August 2007. They were
mostly ECB loans to banks to counter the damaging effects of the withdrawal of inter-bank credit
lines, and so to ensure that banks could finance their portfolios of loans and securities. The nonstandard measures were for the most part were not priced at penalty rates and represented a lowcost form of last-resort finance. In 2009 and 2010 the ECB tried to cut back on the non-standard
measures, with its chief economist, Jürgen Stark, anxious that the expansion of the central bank
balance sheet foreshadowed a return to inflation.30 In the two years to end-2010 the ECB’s claims
on commercial banks duly dropped from €917.3 billion to €592.4 billion.
Unhappily, if predictably, the withdrawal of the non-standard measures weakened the ability
of banks to fund their assets, particularly in the Eurozone periphery (in, for example, Greece,
Portugal and Ireland). These banks sold the most liquid assets they had (that is, securities issued
by their governments, the governments of Greece, Portugal, Ireland and so on). The sales drove
up yields on government bonds, giving rise to the Eurozone’s “sovereign debt crisis” in spring
2010. In April 2010 the yield on 10-year Greek government bonds soared above 30 per cent. The
member states were split about how best to respond to this situation, which might culminate
in Greece’s departure from the Eurozone and massive harm to the single currency’s credibility.
On Friday 14 May a sharp confrontation between the French President, Nicolas Sarkozy, and
the German Chancellor, Angela Merkel was widely reported.31 Sarkozy favoured large-scale and
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Figure 4: Growth and composition of the ECB’s domestic claims, 1999 - 2018
Figures are in billions of euros and relate to year-end. Source: ECB database
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highly publicised ECB purchases of peripheral government debt, while Merkel opposed them.
Sarkozy’s view prevailed, and in the next few weeks the ECB organized significant purchases of
Greek, Portuguese and Irish government debt. These transactions were largely responsible for
the increase in the ECB’s total holdings of government debt from €364.8 billion at end-2009 to
€492.4 billion at end-2010.
For the rest of 2010 and most of 2011 Greece and other vulnerable Eurozone states struggled to
bring their public finances and banking systems into better order. Throughout the period worries
about possible Eurozone break-up, and about banks’ loan losses and capital strength, weakened
banks’ ability borrow from inter-bank markets or to raise long-term capital. Although the crisis
was widely perceived as posing an existential threat to the Eurozone, the ECB’s President,
Jean-Claude Trichet, made no effort to restore the non-standard measures. In December 2011
Mario Draghi, shortly after succeeding Trichet at the top of the ECB, changed tack radically. He
announced the return of the non-standard measures, but on a larger and more easy-going basis,
and emphasized that banks that drew on the over €1,000 billion of available funds (from “longterm refinancing operations”) would suffer no reputational stigma. The press gave the return of
the non-standard measures the label of “Draghi’s bazooka”. At the end of 2012 the ECB’s loans
to commercial banks approached €1,330 billion. With the extra firepower many banks were able
to increase their holdings of government securities, which usually offered a yield well above the
low cost of the LTRO money. As a result, the pressure on the ECB to buy government bonds was
less acute. At end-2014 its holdings of government bonds were €617.0 billion, slightly lower than
three years earlier.
Draghi’s bazooka was sufficient to keep the Eurozone intact, but it did not stop the Eurozone
entering its second recession in 2012 and 2013. Even in early 2014 growth was sluggish, and
deflation later in the year and in 2015 was viewed as a serious possibility. Towards the end of 2014
the ECB’s Governing Council decided to copy the asset purchase programmes (or “quantitative
easing”) that had been adopted successfully in the USA and the UK (in 2008 and later) to combat
recession. As noted earlier, the ECB’s asset purchases were predominantly of government bonds
and constituted finance for the governments of the Eurozone’s member states. The ECB’s claims
on general government soared from €617.0 billion at end-2014 to €2,923.2 billion at end-2018.
To summarize, in the early years of the single currency central bank financing of either
commercial banks or the Eurozone’s governments was negligible. But the paralysis in the
international wholesale money markets from August 2007 obliged the ECB to lend to commercial
banks so that they could continue to finance their assets, and it did so freely and generously.
From then until now pressures of various kinds have made it expedient for the ECB to increase its
claims on both commercial banks (with finance that is privileged, low-cost and quasi-permanent)
and governments. Latterly the increase in claims on governments has been rationalized in
macroeconomic-policy terms, in that central bank asset purchases should help economic activity
and prevent deflation.
An earlier discussion in the paper demonstrated that in a multi-government monetary union
the extension of large-scale central bank finance – even if apparently justified as the traditional
exercise of central bank responsibilities – could have a differential effect on member nations’
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command over resources and output. At the end of 2018 the ECB’s combined claims on Eurozone
“credit institutions” and general governments totalled €3,675.3 billion, more than ten times
higher than at end-1999 (when the figure was €333.4 billion). If the pattern of net claims on
different nations’ credit institutions and governments was unbalanced (that is, if the Euro-system
had a mix of large and persistent net debtors and creditors), the Eurozone could be interpreted
as in reality a transfer union.
IV.
As is well-known, the pattern of net claims between central banks in the Target 2 settlement
system is indeed unbalanced and has been so for over a decade. Germany (that is, the
Bundesbank) first became a creditor of the system in 2005, but only since 2009 has it been a
significant net creditor to the tune of hundreds of billions of euros. The counterpart debtors have
been particularly Italy and Spain. Since early 2012 they have been consistently in the red, also to
the tune of hundreds of billions of euros.
The argument of this paper has been that, if the ECB acts – like any central bank – as a
claimant on governments and lender to commercial banks, and if its claims are in practice on
differential basis to the governments and banks of the various Eurozone member states, the
result will be a de facto transfer union. An explanation for the Target 2 nexus of debits and credits
is therefore that the ECB has behaved according to its remit as the Eurozone’s central bank. In
the course of open market operations, notably the large-scale asset purchases from early 2015,
and of support for commercial bank liquidity through the “non-standard measures” from 2007
to 2010, and again from 2011 to today, it has extended credit to Eurozone government and banks
to the value of over €3,500 billion. The credit has to some extent been unbalanced, most clearly
helping Italian and Spanish banks rather than the banks of other countries, and that is why the
Target 2 debit/credit position has emerged. Figure 5 shows the correlation between Germany’s
Target 2 credit balance and the growth of the ECB’s domestic assets.32
Sure enough, Germany’s Target 2 credit position can also be attributed to the large and
apparently chronic current account surplus on Germany balance of payments. But that is not a
rival analysis or a wholly compelling answer. A nation’s current account surplus can be recorded
in a variety of financial channels; it can appear in central banks’ accounts or in the accounts that
member central banks hold in the settlement system of a multi-government monetary union;
it can also appear in trade credit, in commercial bank accounts and in holdings of a plethora
of financial securities. If the ECB had not extended so much credit to Eurozone governments
and banks, and if it had not done so on a differential basis, Germany could not have had a large
surplus in the Target 2 settlement system. The German current account surplus would have been
registered in other ways (in trade credit, on commercial bank accounts, etc.).
In conclusion, the Maastricht Treaty overlooked the dangers inherent in giving the ECB the
powers of a traditional central bank. As a by-product of standard central bank operations, the
Eurozone could mutate into a transfer union. The three “safeguards” identified by Wyplosz in
2010, and much emphasized by German commentators throughout the process of currency
unification, were necessary conditions for the prevention of a transfer union. But they were not
sufficient. A separate and more far-reaching agreement was required to pre-empt the risk of
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Figure 5: The growth of the Bundesbank’s claims on the Target2 settlement system
and the ECB’s domestic claims
Domestic claims are on governments and banks. Figures in billions of euros and relate to end-year Source: ECB
database
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a transfer union. Such an agreement would have specified that the ECB would not hold large
claims of any sort on any government, and that the task of emergency liquidity assistance to the
banking system should be conducted only at the national level (so that no cross-border claims
could emerge) and not on the account of a Euro-system member.33
In June 2012 Angela Merkel, the German Chancellor, said in an interview for Spiegel
International, there would no debt mutualisation in the Eurozone “as long as I live”.34 But in
fact the first two decades of the euro’s existence – and particularly the second of those decades
– had already seen extensive debt mutualisation in the Eurozone. The contrast between the first
and second decades further suggested how best to limit the tensions and strains that may be
inevitable in a multi-government monetary union with a fully-empowered central bank. If money
growth arises solely from commercial bank credit to the private sector, if the pace of growth of
both money and bank credit are consistent with price stability, and if central bank operations
are restricted to repurchase transactions (between it and commercial banks) for the signalling
of interest rates, a multi-government monetary union should work easily and with little intergovernmental rancour. In these circumstances there should be little or no inter-state transfers
by stealth, and little or no quarrelling between member states’ governments. On other hand, if
money growth stems from the extension of central bank credit, if the pace of growth of money
and credit is volatile and inconsistent with price stability, and if central bank operations result in
large and seemingly ineradicable claims on different nations’ governments and banking systems,
a multi-government monetary union is likely to be fractious and difficult to manage. It might also
appear to suffer from centrifugal forces as disadvantaged member states – whether they have a
legitimate grievance or not – threaten to break away.
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Synopsis
As was well-known at the inception of Europe’s single currency, a multi-government
monetary union was vulnerable to “free rider” problems. Some member states
might run large budget deficits, or even monetise their public debts, to take
advantage of the benefits of sound fiscal and monetary management by others. The
1992 Maastricht Treaty therefore contained limits on budget deficits and public
debts, and prohibited central bank overdrafts to governments; it also specified a
“no bail-out” clause that was intended to prevent the Eurozone becoming a socalled “transfer union”. However, it also gave the European Central Bank the full
powers of a central bank, including the powers to purchase government securities
in open market operations and to extend loans to commercial banks. This research
paper shows how in practice the empowerment of the ECB enabled the Eurosystem of national central banks – by differential financing of member states’
governments and commercial banks – to become a transfer union by stealth. The
main symptom is the large imbalances between these central banks in the Target2
settlement system.
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